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New Season Preview - 2010/2011

Our upcoming season boasts brand new adventures and returns to scenes of past success.
The Blackwater Explorer The Amazon’s most polished
and productive fishing machine is heading back into
action, targeting some of the
Central Amazon’s most productive trophy peacock rivers.

Fast Water Monsters - We
return to the pristine Rio
Travessão, armed with new
territory to explore in this haven for river giants. Monster
catfish, fierce payara, acrobatic
bicuda and powerful peacocks.

In Search of the Record - Our
fall exploratory takes us to new,
untouched waters in the Amazon’s most remote region. Too
far for routine floatplane access,
these waters could hold the next
world record peacock bass.

And still More - Leaping
tarpon in Costa Rica, giant
golden dorado in Argentina
and a return to Venezuela’s
most productive payara fishery, the incomparable
Uraima Falls ... See inside.

São Gabriel - Fall 2010 Exploratory
…. Summer Notes ....
z Fishing Seminars - Need an interesting, engaging topic for your fishing
club’s next meeting or an attraction for
your tackle shop. Take advantage of
our off-season availability and talk to us
about an Amazon fishing seminar. We
guarantee you’ll learn a lot and enjoy
the presentation too.
z Trip Finder - Our website update
project continues. If you haven’t seen
it yet, check out the new “Trip Finder”
section in our ever-growing website.
We’ve also recently added a brand new
payara section and we’ll soon be
propagating our home page’s new look
throughout the site. Besides being the
definitive information center for Amazon fishes and sportfishing, we’re striving to make accessing this goldmine of
information ever more intuitive.
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The Rio Negro basin holds the largest peacock bass in the world. It also attracts the most
fishing operations and the largest numbers of anglers found anywhere in
the Amazon. Okay,
let’s keep that in context; a crowd in the
Amazon looks like a
lake in the U.S. during a
thunderstorm—there’s
still just about nobody
there. Nonetheless,
what we always seek is
the best fishery, but all
to ourselves. We want
the best of both worlds,
but its not always easy
to find.
For five long years we have been working to
solve this dilemma by obtaining the fishing rights
to a long closed Indian reservation in the far
northwest of the Rio Negro basin. In keeping with
our exploratory goals, not only will this destination allow us exclusive access to world-record size
peacock bass, but these fish have probably never
even seen a lure.
In December of 2009, we finally got the approval, made the arrangements and together with
four intrepid clients, we headed into the reservation. To say that the anticipation was palpable
would be an understatement. But not every plan
comes to fruition. Sadly, Mother Nature was not
on our side and we were greeted by a deluge—a
solid week of rain that raised the rivers to unfishable levels—in the middle of an otherwise basin-

wide drought! We soldiered on regardless but the
conditions were hopeless and the results showed it.
We promptly cancelled our exploratory plans and
headed back to the drawing
board.
Now we’re going back.
We’ve had time to regroup,
recalibrate and renegotiate
our access. We’ve expanded the region which
we’ll access and we’ve
widened our window of
time. Most importantly,
we’re going to be fully
equipped with a comfortable air-conditioned houseboat that will accommodate
6 exploration minded anglers. There will be no camping and no roughing
it on this exploratory. The houseboat will transport us into the heart of the reservation, so that
each day we can head off in our fishing boats to
explore the pristine waters, hopefully finding new
hotspots and perhaps even a new world record.
Take advantage of this opportunity to enjoy
pristine fishing waters and join us on our Giant
Peacock Bass Exploratory this coming October,
2010 (see our schedule on page 7). We’ll take a
maximum of six anglers
per week.
Only 5
The trips will
spaces
be hosted by
Paul Reiss and /
left!
or Wellington
Melo.
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Rio Travessão - 2011 Schedule
ning and the beer ice-cold wherever we settle in.
As a result of our successful exploration of a newly opened
The Wai-Wai Indian tribe, our hosts and guides and staff, have
section of the Rio Travessão this past February, we now have alnow worked with us for four wondermost doubled the amount of fishing
Acute Angling’s Rio Travessão Schedule
fully productive seasons and they have
water available to us on this incredible
Departs Manaus Returns
Host(s)
Availability become experts at tending to the fishing
river. And we haven’t even touched
desires and daily comfort needs of our
half of that water yet! For 2011, we
Jan. 20th, 2011
Jan. 27th Wellington
- Full exploratory anglers. They are no longer
plan to take advantage of this newfound
Feb. 3rd. Wellington - 2 spaces - just boat pilots, they have become
access by exploring the rest of this un- Jan. 27th, 2011
fished water, finding attractive new
Feb. 3rd, 2011
Feb. 10th. Paul Reiss - 2 spaces - skilled and experienced fishing guides.
It looks like we’ll have to pull the
campsites and locating our base of opFeb. 10th, 2011
Feb. 17th Paul Reiss
- Full “warning label” off of even this most
erations in the best area for each segment of the season.
Feb. 17th, 2011 Feb. 24th Wellington - 6 spaces - inaccessible of our exploratory destina-

Fast Water River Monsters - Incredible Variety

Our safari-style camp has been upgraded as well. Big, roomy
new tents with luggage storage shelves and
high, stand-up ceilings, together
Only 10
with new, improved cots and matspaces
tresses will make the camping experience more comfortable. Our brand
left!
new, higher power generator will
keep all the lights lit, the fans run-

tions. Not only is the itinerary solid and dependable, the safaristyle camp pleasant and comfortable, and the food surprisingly
good, but we can now boast a well-trained and responsive staff.
Join us next January and February in this pristine and spectacular environment. With five species of fierce scaled predators and a
host of giant catfish species, the Rio Travessão is surely the destination of a lifetime.
See our new Rio Travessão Videos - www.AcuteAngling.com

Back to the Future - Uraima Falls
The payara capitol of the world reopens - We’re going!

Uraima Falls, once the only destination anglers
even considered when it came to trophy payara,
closed more than half a decade ago due to unfortunate circumstances and a destructive fire. With the
end of the protection afforded by its owners and the
advent of miners and poachers, the fishery fell on
hard times and was nearly forgotten. Now, like a
phoenix, Uraima Falls is rising again from its own
ashes. Reclaimed by its owners and reconstructed
for the upcoming season, anglers can once again
fish the world’s most productive payara destination.
Located in the mountainous southern region of
Estado Bolivar, Venezuela, Uraima Falls effectively
separates the headwaters of the Rio Paragua from
the main body of the river. During the region's dry
season, payara pursue
schools of baitfish
Only 2
up the river and to
spaces
the Falls. Bait and
predators
alike pile up
left!

below the Falls in the spectacular rocky waters. This amazing fishery has produced more
record-setting giants than all other payara fisheries combined. Uraima’s fast waters have
produced excellent daily catch averages
(typically 10 - 30 big fish per day) and more
trophy payara (up to 40 pounds) than anywhere else in the world.
Both conventional tackle and flyfishing
opportunities abound. Payara fight wildly with
blistering runs and gill-rattling jumps. Acute
Angling has reserved time during the peak of
the payara season at the world's finest payara
fishery! Join us during the peak of the payara
season in this spectacular fishery! Enjoy the
relaxed atmosphere and gorgeous setting of
the newly rebuilt Uraima Falls Lodge while
pursuing world-record class payara. This
beautiful locale is free of biting insects and
provides comfortable rustic accommodations.
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THE PITFALLS OF TECHNOLOGY
By Garry Reiss ... Communicating with you, our clientele, is a critical component of our business activity. After all, if you don’t know
what we’re up to, what trips we have on the horizon and where we’re
going next, it’s not likely you’ll be joining us. So we work hard to try
to keep in touch. At the same time, we want to be responsible to the
planet and administratively efficient. This has led us to try to convert
as many of our paper newsletter recipients to an emailed, electronic
version. Who says we’re not trying to keep up with the progressive
nature of the world we live in?
We began this process by using standard email delivery to send
out our newsletter and found it to be a bit of a burden since our file
server could handle only so many simultaneous emails at a time. As
we searched for a solution to this problem we learned that there are
a number of email services available that would be able to handle
our email list easily and promised to give us a number of added
benefits as well. We were eager to sign up for the service and we
did so several months ago.
We were happily able to design a very nice email page that announced our quarterly newsletters and updates, with a look that was
attractive and streamlined. One of the benefits that we were to have
was the ability to keep track of our email statistics; showing how
many recipients opened our email, clicked to our website and visited
certain web pages…a great tool for us since we are always looking
for ways to increase our visibility in cyberspace. As we toyed with
and tweaked our email delivery system we were disappointed with

the fact that in most cases only 30% of the emails that we sent
were actually opened by our subscribers. Suddenly, two-thirds of
our clients were no longer getting our newsletters! This fact didn’t
make sense to us. Everyone on our list voluntarily signed up for
our newsletters but only a small percentage actually opened our
emails. We couldn’t believe that all of those requests to convert to
our email newsletter were now being ignored by the same people
asking for the change in the first place.
After investigating this strange anomaly and looking into the
possible reasons for it, we discovered that the services used for
email marketing use a mass delivery system that can be sent to
thousands of email addresses at once…a good thing. The downside is that many of our recipients email servers either blocked our
incoming newsletters or sent them into the dreaded spam folder.
With this new information at hand we have decided to return to our
previous method of email delivery. Back to the Future!
For those of you that have not been receiving our emailed
newsletters, we apologize for that and hope that this issue,
whether on paper or by email, has successfully reached your inbox. We recommend that you save the email address that delivered this message to you in your address book and even add it to
your “white-list” to assure future receipt of our updates and messages. Although we will not be able to track our rate of success
with this method, we feel that the chances that you will receive this
email will increase dramatically. Well, so much for technology.

Amazon Fish Chick’s Blog:
Follow the fishing adventures of a fisherman’s daughter, and …
Get up to date Peacock Bass fishing news and travel tips.
By Jenny Reiss
Six months out of the year I receive a weekly call from my
Dad while he is in the heart of Amazonas, roaming the tributaries of
the Amazon. The first question I ask is always “How’s the fishing?”
Usually he begins to ramble excitedly about the amazing peacocks
that seem to be jumping in the boat or the monster
catfish that one of the clients landed. Every so often, though, I can almost hear the stress in his
voice as he tells me about high water or endless
rains.
In a perfect world a fishing trip schedule is
made up a year in advance and the conditions will
be nothing short of perfect at your chosen destination. One would think that a fishing guide and
camp host gets to go on a working vacation while
he is in the Amazon; relaxing, fishing and hanging
with the clients. Many times this is true, but over
the past few years we have all seen how unpredictable our less than perfect world’s weather can be.
When the weather changes and water levels aren’t as predicted, my Dad works around the
clock while he continues to host fishing trips. He
spends hours on his satellite phone and two-way
radio arranging last minute charter flights, re-routing boat navigation
and adjusting accommodations for his clients. If the fish aren’t biting
where we planned to send you because of high water levels, we find
out where the water levels are right and that’s where we go. Of
course, it would be much cheaper and easier to send you where your
pre-scheduled trip was planned, but without the stories of trophy fish

and competitions of who can catch the most fish, you would really
just be going on an expensive eco-tour. You booked a fishing trip and
we make sure that is what you’ll get.
I thought I would make use of my weekly fishing inquiries.
This coming season, as soon as I talk to my dad, I
will post the fishing updates on my blog. Check in
with my blog and you can find out how many fish
are being caught in the area you are scheduled to
fish. If we’re moving to different rivers, I’ll post it
and you can get the updated information on your
new locations as soon as a decision is made.
Perhaps you haven’t planned a fishing trip
yet? Follow my blog for the information that will
help send you on the trip of a lifetime. I will post
as much data as I can so you can find out what is
going on in the Amazon from your living room.
Since the fishing season occupies only six
months of the year, I’ll be posting my travel stories and photos to my blog as well. I’ve already
posted a story called “Adventures in the Secret
Lagoon” - about how I caught my first 20 lb. trophy peacock bass. I’ll also post information on
new fisheries we find on our exploratory trips, new fishing records
our clients achieve, Amazon travel tips …just all things fishing!
Please join me at Amazonfishchick’s Blog at;
www.amazonfishchick.wordpress.com.
After that, why not check in on the Peacock Bass Blog:
www.peacockbass.wordpress.com

Amazon gamefish - species compendium
Peacock Bass

Spectacularly
beautiful and
incredibly
powerful, this
top level predator is deservedly recognized as the world's
premier freshwater gamefish. Its violent behavior, explosive strikes and awesome tackle-busting power are among
the primary attractions that bring avid sport fisherman to
the Amazon from all over the world. Attaining sizes of up
to 28 pounds, the truly giant species, Cichla temensis, is
found primarily in blackwater rivers within the central portion of the Amazon basin. Readily taking topwater lures,
swimming baits and large flies, peacock bass are not comparable to anything else that swims ..... unless you can
imagine an oversized, psychotic largemouth bass on steroids, with an amazingly bad attitude.

Bicuda

Giant Bicuda - Several
species of Boulengerella
and Ctenolucius (a similar genus) are found in
the Amazon basin. Most are small and not pursued by sportfishermen,
but Boulengerella cuvieri is an altogether different beast. Attaining
weights in excess of 15 pounds, these wickedly aggressive fast-start
predators are a prized Amazon adversary. Taking to the air instantly,
they keep the fight right where the angler can see it, above the water.
Their repeated jumps and hard, bony mouths make landing a big specimen an exceptional angling accomplishment. Visit our website to check
out Steve Townson’s great Bicuda video, with a slow motion replay of a
spectacular, twisting leap.

Trairao

A relatively unknown
and stunningly underrated Amazon predator,
Trairao are fantastic
fighters, attacking lures both on the surface and below. They strike with
with gut-wrenching violence then offer a powerful fight, accentuated by
prodigious, head-shaking leaps. They can reach very large sizes (up to
40 pounds) and will give any angler more than he or she expects.
If trairao weren't so darned ugly, they'd be one of the world's most
acclaimed sport fish. Their mouthful of wicked teeth, large scales and
thick body gives them the look of a sumo wrestler with the agility of an
acrobat. They are pugnacious to a fault and will attack almost anything
that looks like food. Anglers in the know pursue these wolf-like critters
with lure choices that focus simply on what is necessary to put the bait
into their area of awareness in varying conditions.

Red Tail Catfish

The redtail catfish,
known as pirarara in
Brazil, is one of the
most ubiquitous of
the giant cats. It appears to have very few habitat constraints, just as
happily living in acidic, blackwater lowlands streams as it is in alkaline highlands rivers. An extremely powerful fighter, redtails are
known for a sustained, line-peeling initial run and the ability to find a
tangle of submerged logs at the end. Their unique markings and
bright coloration makes them unerringly easy to identify and their
seemingly endless appetite makes them easy for anglers to engage.
We have caught specimens up to 100 pounds on both our high gradient variety trips and our lowland peacock bass adventures.

The Amazon is home to the fiercest game fish in the world! Here’s a sampler of some of
the awesome creatures we routinely encounter. See more at www.AcuteAngling.com

Payara

Payara (Hydrolicus armatus)
are ferocious Amazon game
fish. Built like a muscled-up
salmon, their mouth is what
sets them apart. They sport an intimidating set of razor
sharp fangs, protruding from the lower jaw like two glistening ivory framing nails.
Payara typically reside in fast water and take both lures
and flies with such savage force that one can easily rip the
rod from an inattentive angler's grasp. Once hooked, these
silvery predators make repeated head shaking jumps. In
fast current they can effortlessly peel off 100-yards of line
despite a strong drag and stiff rod. Although they receive
much less press than peacock bass, many anglers rate
them even higher in terms of both sheer strength and stamina (and that's saying something!).

Apapa

Looking like super-sardines,
"apapa" are large, migratory clupeids, feeding mostly on other
fishes. They are most active in twilit hours and focus on surface oriented prey. Often encountered in large
schools, they can present anglers with extended surface fishing frenzies, attacking poppers, spooks and skitterpops with wild abandon.
When present as distributed individuals, they will often hold against steep
banks or down-current sides of points. Small swimming plugs and jigs are effective. Apapa will attack head on, flashing and turning as they take the bait. They
are strong fighters and readily jump with gill-rattling head shakes
Apapa are also great fly rod adversaries, readily taking small streamers and
poppers and mounting a strong, acrobatic fight.

Aruana

Aruana—are an interesting target for anglers, especially on
light tackle. Found almost everywhere, they’ll strike both surface and subsurface baits, as
well as well-presented flies.

Arapaima

Arapaima—are the largest
scaled freshwater fish in the
world. Specimens over 600 lbs.
and 12 feet long were said to be
common in the past, before
they became a favorite of fish
gourmets. Although a rare
catch, we typically encounter
several each season.

Giant Piraiba Catfish
The largest of the Amazon catfish, piraiba have been said to attain
weights in excess of 450 pounds. Interestingly, for such a large catfish they are very athletic and readily venture into open, running water. Overnight campers on riverbanks have been shocked awake at
the crashing racket occurring when 200 or more pounds of leaping
piraiba slams back into the water after a nighttime aerial exploit.
Acute Angling has had great success with these monsters. Not only
has one of our clients landed a world record at 295 pounds, but we
have since caught specimens over 350 pounds!
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Amazon Tidbits - News from the RIVER
Even more amazing than the amazing fishes of the Amazon, is
the amount of rumor and gossip generated about it. This column will appear from time to time in an effort to report actual
news before it evolves into wildly inexplicable fiction.
Hosted Trips - Acute Angling will once again welcome a few
selected anglers to join Paul Reiss and Wellington Melo on preliminary explorations of several new Amazon fisheries. As is becoming
our practice, we’ll take a few anglers along with us to help investigate the potential of these new fisheries. As our individual plans become more concrete, we’ll announce these trips on our routine email
distributions. If you haven’t already signed up for our email newsletter, contact us to get on the list and stay apprised of exploratory trip
opportunities as they become available.
An Angler’s Tip - Thanks to Chip McCann of Pittsfield, MA for
the following travel tip;
Each time I travel to Brazil it is difficult to call back to the states
using the Tropical (hotel) phone lines (misdials, dropped calls, no
one home, etc) and I always end up spending $100.00 to $150.00 for
maybe 10 minutes of actual talk time.
There is a fairly simple solution (I am sure many of you know it). I
went to my Verizon Cellular store and they gave me international
access with a key stroke, no fee attached. Calls will cost $2.00 a minute. Reasonable considering the alternative. I am sure all cell providers have a similar plan.
The issue was, I wasn't smart enough to figure this out (well I did
after 10 years). If you guys put a helpful hint in the newsletter it

might help someone else and temper some concerns for families
back home. …... Chip McCann
Note* - Chip’s suggestion will work great in Manaus or
any city with cell service (even Barcellos). It will not work outside
of the cellular network, however. So, it won’t provide service from
any of our camps or from the Blackwater Explorer. For that kind of
communication, you’d still require a satellite phone.
More Website Updates - We continue to improve our website.
Our new home page and navigation bar was put in place this past
winter. We hope you like the new look and the new ease of navigating the site’s detailed content. This spring we finally launched our
unique “Tripfinder” database to help you easily select the trip that’s
just right for you. All trip specific details are organized and at your
fingertips, from overviews to itineraries to availability.
Now, we’ve updated our video page and turned it into an
“Amazon Video Theater”. We’ve added a bunch of exciting new
videos too. Log on and check out the great footage about the Rio
Travessão’s predator “Grand Slam”, or Steve Townson’s quest for a
giant Amazon catfish.
Over the 15 years since its launch in 1995, Acuteangling.com has
accumulated a body of peacock bass fishing knowledge and information that is more accurate and detailed than any other available
source, bar none. Together with our peacock bass blog, our tacklebox.net website and an array of exciting YouTube videos, Acute
Angling’s web presence represents a true encyclopedia of Amazon
fish and fishing knowledge. Fish confidently with the most knowledgeable operation in the Amazon.

The Blackwater Explorer for 2010 - 11
Fish for the world's most exciting gamefish on the brand new,
comfortably air-conditioned, "Blackwater Explorer" yacht.
Our great mobility allows us to access the most productive, remote Amazon tributaries. We concentrate on finding the rivers or
regions with optimal water
levels and productivity
during each part of our
fishing season. Our "turnon-a-dime" flexibility allows us to find great fishing on every one of our
trips. We boast extremely
high daily catch averages
(from 10 - 50, even 100 or
more peacocks a day) Trophy fish in the teens are
routine and monsters over
20 lbs. are taken every
week. Great top water action and superb fly fishing
opportunities. Return each
evening to the comfort and security of the Blackwater Explorer.
Built to fish - The Explorer is one of the most attractive yachts
sailing the Amazon basin. Her classic and graceful "Amazonian"
design blends perfectly with the pristine blackwater habitat she calls
home. But more importantly, she's been built to fish. Her broad beam
maximizes her functional interior space while keeping her length
manageably short. This gives her great maneuverability, letting her
safely and easily penetrate into inaccessible, meandering headwaters
streams. The yacht's impressively low draft (only 1.2 meters) allows

her to readily pass shallow sandbars and obstructions that would
keep less efficiently designed boats back in port.
Designed for fishermen - The Explorer was designed for fishermen. Her well-organized debarkation deck lets a full group of anglers get started on their fishing day quickly, without crowding, fuss
or confusion. The deck's waterline exit lets you walk right onto your
fishing boat, with no ladders to climb. We've done our homework to
design the best purpose-built sportfishing vessel in the Amazon.
Luxurious and Comfortable - The Explorer is a fishing mothership
of the highest caliber. Here are just a few of her luxurious features.
• Private bathrooms w/sink, toilet and hot shower in each cabin.
• Roomy cabins with plenty of storage space.
• Two meter high ceilings. Six-plus-footers don’t have to duck.
• Huge (6 and 1/2 x 7 meter) common area. Spacious dining room
and lots of walk-around space.
• Big, wide, non-slip stairwells.
• Cabin doors open directly to outside spaces.
• Shallow draft for improved access - almost 1/2 meter less than
typical Amazon yachts. The Explorer can fish areas others can’t.
The "Blackwater Explorer" operates in the midst of the world's
most remote fisheries - who could expect all this on an Amazon fishing adventure? You should! Spend your day on fast bass boats fishing productive, hidden backwaters, then return each evening to the
comfort and security of the Explorer. Added to this, the high level of
personal service provided by our staff and the
dedicated fishing expertise provide by
Spaces
our guides make the Blackwater Exare fillplorer the ultimate way to access the
incredible Amazon peacock bass.
ing fast!

2010 - 11 Trip Schedules & Prices
*Note - Available
spaces shown as
of Sept. 1, 2010

brazil season schedule
Blackwater Explorer - peacock bass trips
Fall 2010 / winter 2011

Exploratory - giant peacock trip
Rio Tucano reserve - fall 2010

#

Leaves Manaus

Returns

Price

Availability

#

Departs Manaus

Returns

Price

Availability

1

Sept. 17, 2010

Sept. 24

$4250

- Full -

E1

Oct. 7, 2010

Oct. 14

$4950

- Full -

2

Sept. 24, 2010

Oct. 1

$4250

- Full -

E2

Oct. 14, 2010

Oct. 21

$4950

- 1 opening -

3

Oct. 1, 2010

Oct. 8

$4250

- Full -

E3

Oct. 21, 2010

Oct. 28

$4950

- 4 openings -

4

Oct. 8, 2010

Oct. 15

$4250

- openings -

E4

Oct. 28, 2011

Nov. 4

$4950

Group only

5

Oct. 15, 2010

Oct. 22

$4250

- open -

6

Oct. 22, 2010

Oct. 29

$4250

- 6 openings -

7

Oct. 29, 2010

Nov. 5

$4250

- 6 openings -

8

Nov. 5, 2010

Nov. 12

$4250

- 3 openings -

9

Nov. 12, 2010

Nov. 19

$4250

- Full -

10

Nov. 19, 2010

Nov. 26

$4250

- open -

11

Nov. 26, 2010

Dec. 3

$4250

- open -

12

Dec. 3, 2010

Dec. 10

$4250

- Full -

13

Dec. 10, 2010

Dec. 17

$4250

- Full -

14

Dec. 17, 2010

Dec. 31

Closed

Happy Holidays

15

Dec. 31, 2010

Jan. 7, 2011

$4250

- open -

16

Jan. 7, 2011

Jan. 14

$4250

- Full -

17

Jan. 14, 2011

Jan. 21

$4250

- Full -

18

Jan. 21, 2011

Jan. 28

$4250

- 5 openings -

19

Jan. 28, 2011

Feb. 4

$4250

20

Feb. 4, 2011

Feb. 11

21

Feb. 11, 2011

22

Multi-species variety - Rio Travessão - 2011
#

Departs Manaus

Returns

Price

Availability

T1

Jan. 20, 2011

Jan. 27

$4550

- Full -

T2

Jan. 27, 2011

Feb. 3

$4550

- 2 openings -

T3

Feb. 3, 2011

Feb. 10

$4550

- 2 openings -

T4

Feb. 10, 2011

Feb. 17

$4550

- Full -

T5

Feb. 17, 2011

Feb. 24

$4550

- 6 openings -

T6

Feb. 24, 2011

Mar. 3

$4550

Group only

T7

Mar. 3, 2011

Mar. 10

$4550

Group only

River plate fly-in safari camps- 2010 / 2011
#

Departs Manaus

Area

Price

Availability

RP

August

Rio Marmelos

$4850

- open -

RM

Sept. - Oct,

Rio Madeira

$4395/4850

- open -

- Full -

RN

Nov. - Jan.

Rio Negro

$4395

- open -

$4250

- openings -

RT

February

Rio Tapera

$4850

- open -

Feb. 18

$4250

- 6 openings -

Feb. 18, 2011

Feb. 25

$4250

- open -

23

Feb. 25, 2011

Mar. 4

$4250

- open -

24

Mar. 4, 2011

Mar. 11

$4250

- open -

25

Mar. 11, 2011

Mar. 18

$4250

- open -

Please Note - Peacock bass fishing is controlled by ambient conditions.
In order to ensure a quality experience and productive fishing for our
clients, projected river and date combinations are always subject to
change due to several factors; access to the fishery named, changing
weather conditions and optimal water levels. If factors prevent the use
of a planned region or fishery on specified dates, an alternative fishery
may be used, or alternative dates and/or rainchecks may be offered.

2010—11 worldwide trip options
RIO PARISMINA LODGE - TARPON AND MORE - 2009/10

Thai / Malaysia snakehead expedition - 2011
Snakehead, Asian carp, Mekong catfish, jungle perch

#

Fishing Days

Format

Price

Availability

P3

3 days

2 per room

$2000

- year round -

P4

4 days

2 per room

$2400

- year round -

P5

7 days

2 per room

$3600

- year round -

#

Departs U.S.

Returns

Price

Availability

S1

April 9, 2011

April 20

$4250

- open -

S2

April 18, 2011

April 20

$4250

- open -

freshwater Golden Dorado - argentina

freshwater Golden Dorado - Argentina
#

Depart Buenos Aires

Fishing Days

Price

Availability

#

Depart Buenos Aires

Fishing Days

Price

Availability

DZ

La Zona

4 Days

$4250

- open -

DC

Corrientes

3 to 7 Days

Variable

- open -

Join us on the fishing trip of a lifetime!

Toll-free, Paul Reiss - (866) 832-2987

Garry Reiss - (866) 431-1668
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